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Throughout world history, the Eurasia region has been regarded as a critically significant region in terms of geo-political considerations. The basis of this importance is the positioning of significant trade routes and crucial natural resources for both developed states and developing states. The Russian Federation and the United States of America cannot detach themselves from this reality. Thus, they have been developing multi-dimensional policies toward this region in order to be able to control it. For the Russian Federation, the Eurasianism developed by Alexander Dugin prioritizing the re-establishment of a sphere of influence in the former Soviet Union by the Kremlin, has been the main foreign policy line. The declaration of the Near Abroad Doctrine in 1993, determining the fundamental principles and means of implementing this policy, is still operative today. On the other hand Zbigniew Brzezinski, the former national security advisor of Jimmy Carter underscores that Washington has to develop and implement an integrated, comprehensive and long term geo-strategic vision for the whole Eurasia. Since the independence of Ukraine in 1991, this country has been one of the principal geo-political playing fields for diplomats in Moscow and Washington. As long as Kyiv sustains its importance, this struggle is likely to maintain itself, at the very least, in the forthcoming years.
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Introduction

Throughout the world history, the Eurasian region has been regarded as one of the most vital regions. Given its geo-strategic, geo-economic, geo-political and geo-cultural features, it has been attracting the interests both in regional and global contexts. Firstly several empires and then countless states have developed multi-dimensional policies for being influential in this geography. From the end of WWII to the end of Cold War, most of the Eastern Eurasia was under the influence of Soviet Union. However in the aftermath of official dissolution of USSR in 1991, this geographical place has increased its noteworthiness owing to the emergence of new ethnic conflicts and the presence of abundant oil and natural gas resources in the former Soviet geography. In that manner, as the former ruler of this area, the newly established Russian Federation has been actively involving in the regional affairs principally after the declaration of Near Abroad Doctrine in 1993. Furthermore, the Eurasianist foreign policy indoctrinated by Aleksandr Dugin has turned out to be

1 A sociology professor at Moscow State University, ex-advisor of Duma Presidency in the fields of strategy and geopolitics between 1998 and 2003, and also the founder of International Eurasia Movement in 2003.
the central foreign policy line in Vladimir Putin’s period, starting with 2000. In the initial years of Putin, Russia has experienced very comprehensive changes and has strengthened itself especially with the increase of oil prices. In terms of foreign policy, Moscow has been prioritizing to become the dominant power in Eurasia and to restore its old hegemon power. Within that context, Moscow has strongly been rejecting the NATO and EU enlargements in this region given that Kremlin does see these two inter-related issues as the focal national security threat. For that reason chiefly on account of the geo-political, geo-strategical, geo-economic and geo-cultural reasons, it has constantly been emphasizing its strong opposition of Ukraine’s rapprochement initiatives with the Euro-Atlantic Bloc.

On the other hand, when we come to the United States’ perspective toward the Eurasia in the post-Soviet period, Brzezinski states that Eurasia is the central arena of the World. The Eurasia Balkans, including the Southern region of the Russian Federation, is indeed a threat factor, having the potential to be a hot spot for ethnic clashes and Great Powers’ rivalry. The security of a few weak states geographically located in proximity to main regional powers in the contemporary world is dependent on the international status quo strengthened by the global superiority of Washington. In that sense, one of the most significant countries coming into the forefront of the perspective of American Eurasianism is Ukraine. Because providing security for a Wider Black Sea region and European energy security make Ukraine an indispensable country for the Atlantic Bloc.

Within the framework of abovementioned standpoints, the current Ukrainian Crisis in line with the perspectives of Russian Eurasianism and American Eurasianism will be examined in this paper. The main parameters of Russian Eurasianism will briefly be discussed in the first part of the paper. In this part of the paper, why the Ukraine is so momentous for Russian Eurasianism will be indicated as well. Then, the position of Ukraine within the American Eurasianism will be elaborated in the second part of the paper. Bearing in mind of these two chapters, the existing Ukraine Crisis will be deliberated in the third and final part of the paper.

1. The Fundamental Parameters of Russian Eurasianism

According to Dugin, one of the leading intellectuals of Russian Eurasianism, the geo-political analysis can specifically be separated into history, strategy and geography dimensions. Also the discipline

defining the reality of the world as the discrepancy between “Land Civilization versus Sea Civilization” should be named as “Geopolitics”. For Dugin, the historical struggle between Sea and Land has finally come to be the confrontation between Atlanticism and Eurasianism in our era. This is occurring at the level of “Very Great Game”. The geo-politics is the science on the clash of civilizations. In the first dimension, when citing Eurasianist and Atlanticist poles is a very good approach, certain states move in the name of those poles. To Dugin, the most influential representatives of these two poles are Washington and Moscow in today’s world.

The issue proposed by Chopard in the “Great Game” belongs to this dimension. In terms of “Very Great Game or The Civilizational Approach”, the vital issue for both the civilizational models’ global sovereignty is the control of coastal lands of Eurasia. The most important parts of this coastal region are Europe in the West, Middle East in the South, Islamic Republic of Iran, India, China and Japan in the Far East – in the wider meaning, the Pasific Basin. The Atlanticists – firstly London, now Washington - wish to separate the coastal region located at the main land from the axis of Eurasia pole in other words; the real Russian lands. On the other hand, the Eurasianists try to break this rigorous siege, to make the forces of coastal region as their strategic partners, in other words; try to include them inside the continental bloc. In that manner, the Eurasia will have reached to “Warm Seas” and have the ability to globally challenge to Atlanticism. Thus, such kind of a continental unification predominantly makes the Eurasia as the privileged one and by this way the downfall of Atlanticist civilization will be indispensable. Therefore, the Very Great Game is composed of the joint formation of Berlin (The Capital of Europe), Moscow (The Capital of Eurasia) and Tokyo (The Capital of Pasific Basin) Axis with Russian-Iranian Axis. According to the principal evaluations, such kind of continental alliance structuring is the most concrete and the perfect one. If this can be realized, this means the radical and irreversible win of Land over the Sea meaning the establishment of Eurasianist World Order. The alliance of Moscow with Berlin (in the wider context; Europe), Tokyo (the Pasific Basin) cannot be classified as the coincidence of historical moment. From Dugin’s perspective, it should be named as destiny.

Source: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-NWC3C1YUjw/VhVDE8qZERI/AAAAAAAAAbI/P4KbL.Gaijk8/s1600/map-Structure2.jpg.
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The Eurasianist School together with its instruments, methods, history, classics and so on accepts the guidance of geopolitics’ data and within that context; it views the fate of Eurasia identical with Kremlin’s fate. Therefore, everything is acceptable which provides the strengthening of civilizational dominance of Eurasia, the being powerful of Russia and its freedom, implementing its historical duty with victory. From Dugin’s point of view, everything that helps this mission is good; everything that prevents this is bad. The Germany-Russian Federation-Japan-Iran Axis is the objective guarantee of Eurasia’s victory which means an absolute necessity. Japanese, German and Iranian Eurasianists are well aware of geo-political logic and they wish to set up tight alliances with Kremlin via using every possible tool. Dugin underlines that the great war of continents happen in very deep and serious levels that is inappropriate to the feelings and fears of humans.

Dugin stresses that the Caspian oil pipeline projects are critically important within geo-political manner. The strategic plans of White House represent the formation of a geo-political zone that unifies the Caspian with the Turkish shores of Black Sea in which this is one of the very critical geo-political aims of White House. Given the limitedness of world oil reserves, Washington is successful on the continuation of world hegemony through controlling and transportation of oil to developed countries. Within this milieu, the strategic target of global struggle between Atlanticism and Eurasianism, in the current circumstances, is to control over the Caspian-Black Sea Region. Dugin thinks that the general characteristics of the geo-political situation in the whole Caucasia region forces Moscow to restrain its strategy. The foremost condition of this strategy is to move against Washington and its satellites’ plans; in other words, all the projects and orientations which can be defined as “Atlanticism”. This condition has to be at the top priority. It has to be counteracted against Atlanticism by not just confronting face to face but also making artificial cooperation under the view of ensuring joint peace initiatives with it. Moving from this condition, Moscow has to strengthen its bases in the Caucasia. Especially, apart from the mechanically remaining from Soviet times, the pro-Kremlin tendencies based on the new power lines have to be kept in mind.

**Russia’s Neighbors Lean Toward Europe or China**

Several former members of the Soviet bloc now Moscow is pressuring them to join the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), a free-trade coalition patterned after the European Union (EU) but dominated by Russia. Problems broke out in Ukraine in November after its government signed a commitment to sign trade pacts with the EU, reportedly after Russia pressured Ukraine to join the EEU instead. Russia denies pressuring its neighbors, but experts say the EEU is designed to keep Russia’s former satellite states out of the economic group.

**Economic Coalition Membership of Russia and Its Neighbors**

- EU members
- EEU members
- Free-trade with Russia
- Abandoned EU partners but has not yet applied to join EEU
- EU members that may apply to join EEU
- EU members that are not yet applying


1.1. The Significance of Ukraine within the framework of Russian Eurasianism

As stated by Dugin, the sovereignty of Ukraine is a very negative fact given that it can in principle triggers the military confrontation. Russia lacking of Black Sea coast from Uzi Castle to Kerch Strait in which she acquires a very small land controlled by an ambiguous one in reality, this makes the situation of Russia as a normal and independent state into a suspicious one. Dugin underlines that the Black Sea doesn’t substitute the accession to Warm Seas and given the concrete control of Atlanticism over the Istanbul and Dardanelles Straits, the geo-political significance of Black Sea sharply decreases. Together with this, due to its being very suitable, prestigious and inexpensive border, it provides the opportunity to protect the central regions at least from the danger of possible expansion of Turkey’s influence. Therefore, the emergence of a geo-political subject that can be a pro-Atlanticist is an absolute anomaly that will just completely cause irresponsible steps. An independent Ukraine does present a great danger for the whole Eurasia with its some territorial demands. It is meaningless to talk about continental geopolitics before the resolution of Ukrainian Question. However this does not mean that the Ukraine’s cultural-literal-political autonomy should be constrained and should not be turned into a pure administrative part of centralized Russian state. But Ukraine has to strategically be the serious extension of Kremlin in the south and west. The total and in no way unlimited control of Moscow throughout whole border from Ukraine to Abkhazia is gazed at as the absolute necessity of Russian geo-politics in the Black Sea coasts. These regions radically have to be kept separately from Atlanticist influence that either comes from the West or Turkey and even Greece. The northern shores of Black Sea have to be the subject of uttermost Eurasianist and to Moscow in a centralized way.


Although the geo-political components model of Ukraine is alike, the Ukrainian Question is more complicated. It is right to state that the geo-political greatness of Ukraine plays a very important role. When compared with many big European states, Ukraine is a colossal territorial composition. In this country, both the separatist and the political sovereignty tendencies are very active. Ukraine as a state does not have a geo-political meaning. It also does not have special cultural value, geographical uniqueness and ethnic originality. Its historical meaning comes from Rimland – Okraina – the Border

---

Lands. In that sense, the independent presence of Ukraine especially within the context of modern borders comes into meaning as just “Buffer Cordon”. Because the controversial geo-political tendencies do not allow the complete unification of Kyiv with neither Eastern nor Western blocs; in other words neither Russia-Eurasia nor Central Europe. All of these issues do force Ukraine to geo-politically serve for its strategy in Europe via her naval force and it’s so called presence. Within that framework, the role of Kyiv looks like the role of Baltic States. The presence of Ukraine together with its existing borders and sovereign state status does mean a terrible assault that can be seen as identical with the intervention to Russian lands as well as a harming issue for the geo-political security of Kremlin. Dugin underlines that it should not be allowed to sustain the unitary Ukraine any longer. This country has to be separated into several lines by pondering the geo-political and realities of ethno-cultural diversities.

1. **Eastern Ukraine (All regions in the east of Dnieper from Chernigov to Azak Sea):** This is the region where mostly Velikiia (Veliko)-Russian and Orthodox Malorus population live. The whole region undoubtedly closes to Russia and it is culturally, historically, ethically and religiously connected with Russia. This well-adopted and technically developed region can be an independent geo-political region with a wide autonomy and also an absolute and concrete alliance with Moscow.

2. **The Crimea** is a special geo-political composition generally known with its ethnic mosaic. Here the Velikorussians are pro-Moscow; on the contrary to this Malorussians are extreme nationalists. Crimean Tatars are generally more pro-Turkey and anti-Russians. In generally, one cannot mention the taking into account of Crimean Tatars’ geo-political tendencies. Because in all senses, Turkey is counted as the geo-political adversary of Russian Federation. But the Tatar’s presence in Crimea should be considered. Direct unification of Crimea with Russia will primarily be reacted by Malorussian population and it will create problems in the integration of this peninsula into the Russian system through Ukrainian territories, though this is generally not realistic. It is not possible to leave the Crimea to the “Sovereign Ukraine” in that this will be a direct threat to Russia’s geo-political security and will cause ethnic tensions within Crimea. When all these evaluations are considered, a special status should be given to Crimea and also there emerges the necessity of giving a minimum autonomy that will include the taking into consideration the ethnic and cultural demands of Crimean Tatars as well as the socio-economic interests of Ukraine which will be under the direct strategic control of Kremlin.

3. **The Central Part of Ukraine including Kyiv and from Chernigov to Kyiv and ethnically dominated Malorussians and their language:** But the dominant factor in this region is the Orthodoxy. This Orthodox Malorussia is an independent geo-political reality that has culturally kinship with Eastern Ukraine and undoubtedly enters into the Eurasian geo-political system.

4. **The Western Ukraine is not identical.** This region is composed of Volin, Galicia and Zakarpattye. They are different within the context of ethnic composition and political traditions. Autonomy in important levels (till reaching to political autonomy) should be presented to these destructive territories for their breaking up with Orthodox based pro-Russian central Ukraine and Eastern Ukrainian land. The strategic borders of Russia’s in
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these parallels cannot be dependent on the places where Ukraine-Poland, Ukraine-Hungary or Ukraine-Slovakia borders pass. This strategic line has to lie down farther West, at least to the western front of Central Europe and at best to the Atlantic. Because as the initiator of geopolitical changes in the Eastern Europe and the foremost partner of Germany, Moscow has to be successful in the liberation of whole this region from Atlanticist control and instead has to insist on the foundation of Eurasianist continental defence system composed of military-strategic cooperation of Russia and Europe.

A cultural and sectarian border should be passed between Central Ukraine (Kyiv) and Western Ukraine in a way that the Orthodox lands can refrain from the influence of disordering Central Catholic Europe or UNIAT. The Ukrainian Factor represents the weakest point in the western front of Russia. When the risk of spillover/fragmentation of geo-political richness of Heartland in other places is at the potential level and when the struggle for Eurasian geo-political system just puts preventive measures against it, the reality of sovereign Ukraine’s presence is a geo-political declaration of war against Russia in the geo-political dimension (this is mostly related with Atlanticism and Sea Power rather than the Ukraine itself). In that manner, the issue is not Ukraine’s consciously preference of being a buffer zone of Atlanticism – in reality this is not a conscious behaviour in some circumstances-. The issue is Kyiv’s starting to play this role in practice by not actively involving in the integration processes with Moscow and not to be disintegrated into the separate geo-political components. The Ukrainian Problem is the notable and the most serious problem of Kremlin. The Western geo-politics and the Ukrainian Question as the centre of this geo-politics necessitate Kremlin to take urgent preventive measures. Because a strategic beat to Russian Federation is likely to happen and it cannot be thought that the geographical axis of history does not respond to it. When the unlikelihood of Moscow’s pure integration with Kyiv – even this happens against all objective preventions- and not bearing a concrete geo-political system, Moscow has to actively work on re-arranging the Ukraine Land according to a single rational geo-political model.


---

Dugin highlights that the adoption of “Decision on the Adoption of Friendship, Cooperation and Partnership Treaty between the Russian Federation and Ukraine” by the State Duma of Russian Federation on December 25, 1998 represents a very important document for Moscow’s geo-political future. On the one hand, this treaty proposes an alliance and strategic partnership relations which is a positive one. On the other hand, this legally records Moscow’s giving up territorial demands against Ukraine. If the strategic partnership of Russia and Ukraine is not resulted with the broader integrationist processes and if Ukraine does not turn out to be a part of Eurasianist continental structure in the future as well as stays a regional state, aforementioned treaty will be a document that Moscow leaves its fronts regarding a buffer state. Thus, given the objective factors and in case of an independent state, Ukraine has to grow into the base of NATO sooner or later in other words, the chief geo-political rival of Kremlin.

Dugin stresses that Kyiv is the symbol of a nation-state, regional state; Moscow is the symbol of the empire and the harmony of Eurasianist Integrationism. Correspondingly, Kyiv is the past and the Moscow is the existing situation and the future. Velikorussian Objective and Velikorussians meaning the real Russians’ main mission is to realize the Great Global Idea, Great Reality/Truth named as the Eurasian Sun Empire, God Empire. The Kyiv Objective is a very limited and more European, less universal and global which means that the Velikorussians’ objective is great and those Malorussians’ are small. To Dugin, it is difficult to find a pure blood in Russians. Malorussians, Velikorussians, Tatars, Uyghurs and
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other Eurasian people have mixed up within the real Russians. Dugin is of the opinion that this is not a problem for Russian Federation as well as it is the guarantee of our uniqueness, universalness and greatness. Dostoyevsky did define the Russian people as “World-wide”. This morally belongs to the Velikorussian one. Because of this reason, a choice between Moscow and Kyiv is not an ethnic one. It is an objective choice and a geo-political homeland. Dugin underscores that this is a moral and religious choice rather than a racial choice. People rejecting the Eurasianist Project, emphasizing the narrow ethnic Velikorussian nationalism and defending just Russian regional state do behave like Ukrainians. Their national Russia will always be a “Malo (Small) Russia.” And also their national ideal will therefore become small and simple one sooner or later. The disintegration between Russian Federation and Ukraine is beneficial for Atlanticists which are the rivals of Russian Idealism.

Dugin is certain of that the enemies of Eurasia and Atlanticist strategists want a confrontation between Moscow and Kyiv. One has to determine a tight priority meaning a joint Eurasian continental state, a unifier universal Moscowian objective between Moscow-Kyiv relations. For him, in Ukraine, there exist potential and real supporters of this project. These include eleven-million pure Velikorussians, the majority of Orthodox Malorussians in which they are objective Soviet Eurasianists, all of them have socialist sensitivenesses. The most radical pro-independence groups and Ukrainian nationalists who are aware of the fact that the Atlanticist West will end up all national cultures, all national values have to become the supporters of “Eurasianist Union, New Empire, Enlightenment and Truth Empire.” Dugin does conclude that in order to defeat Atlanticist Evil, the only way is to unite.

2. Fundamental Parameters of American Eurasianism and Ukraine

“Ukraine, a new and important space on the Eurasian chessboard, is a geo-political pivot because its very existence as an independent country helps to transform Russia. Without Ukraine, Russia ceases to be a Eurasian empire.”


---

Eurasian region has a significant status in American foreign policy strategies. Especially, 9/11 terror attacks had substantially changed the strategies of Washington towards to Caucasia and Middle Asia. Furthermore, the importance of Middle Asia has passed over Caucasia because of Russian efforts to become more effective on the region.\(^{24}\) According to Brzezinski, USA should constitute comprehensive, integrated and long term geo-strategies for entire Eurasia. This requirement arises from the interaction of two basic necessities: USA has been a super power and Eurasia has been a center of earth. Therefore, the actors that have been placing in the distribution of power in the Eurasian continent are going to become more precious for American global superiority and historical heritage.\(^{25}\)


The global superiority of the USA has been unique in terms of its qualifications. Zbigniew Brzezinski states that the U.S. has been a chief of Eurasian region.\(^{26}\) Any significant conflict in Eurasia cannot be solved without the participation of Washington or its national interests. The main aim of America ought to be the consolidation of democratic system around that periphery. The most important geo-political reward for the U.S. is Eurasia. International relations had been controlled by Eurasian actors and people who fought with one another for regional authority and reached out for global power. Recently, non-Eurasian power is unrivalled in Eurasia and USA’s global leadership is directly dependent on how long and how effectively its authority on the Eurasian region is continued.

The rapid emergence of the unique global power has created a situation in which an equally sudden end to its supremacy due to the US’s withdrawal from world or due to the rapid emergence of a successful rival that would lead massive international instability.\(^{27}\) Samuel Huntington, the late Harvard political
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scientist, has been claiming that a World without U.S. authority is going to be a World with much more violence, disorder and less democracy and financial improvement than a World where Washington continues to have more effect than any other country in shaping international relations.

One of the most critical issues that have to be pointed out is how America manages Eurasia. Eurasia has been the largest continent and a power which control Eurasia would dominate two of the world’s three most improved and economically productive lands. The authority upon Eurasia would almost pave the way for Africa’s subordination. Eurasia region is hosting about 75% of world’s society and most of the world’s wealth is there as well. Eurasia has been placed most of the world’s politically assertive and dynamic powers. The next greatest economies and the next six greatest spenders on military weaponry have been placed on that geography. Two most populous aspirants of the World to regional authority and global influence are Eurasian. Furthermore, the potential political and economic actors have been challenging the American hegemony in Eurasia.

Brzezinski stresses on that Washington has consistently expressed its willing to see Europe as a single integrity and sufficiently powerful to share with the White House’s responsibilities and global leadership. A long term American geo-strategy for Europe should address frankly the concern of European integrity and good affairs with Europe. There has been still a deep rooted improvement for a special Eurasian role. It would consequently pave the way the subordination to Moscow of the new emerged independent post-Soviet countries. It has to be considered that the U.S. primacy on the Eurasian region is going to be hit by turbulence and probably at least by occasional violence. The priority of Washington has been potentially indefensible to new challenges from regional opponents. America has determined its global system with threat of war which American primacy guided by a long term geo-strategy linked together by American dominated multilateral frameworks.


According to Brzezinski, America must remain active in European security in order to guarantee the West’s geopolitical relationship. Furthermore, it should encourage the deeper unification of the European Union and the strict cooperation among France, Germany and the United Kingdom. Central politics, economic and military alignment of Europe ought to continue and broaden. In addition, Russia could adopt an extensive law-based democratic transformation coherent with both EU and NATO standards, Turkey should join the European Union, putting both states on their way to join the transatlantic occurrence. However, increasing geo-political community of interest may arise among Washington. Since any tending to westward by Russia would likely be encouraged by closer relations between Ukraine and the EU. If the U.S.A does not support the rise of an enlarged West, dire results could be emerged. In particular, historical resentments could come back to life; short-sighted competitive partnerships could take shape. Moreover, Russia may have a chance to misuse its energy asset and incited by Western disunity and aspire to quickly absorb Ukraine, inspire its own imperial passions and contributing to greater international disorder.  

Zbigniew Brzezinski points out that Ukraine is more integral part of western civilization than Russia. The most important issue is which country has been more European. Ukrainian people have demonstrated a significant deal of ability to deal with diversity without recourse to arms. If Ukraine gets close to West and be a member of the EU and NATO, Russia is far more likely to follow suit than Ukraine does not. Furthermore, he states that Ukraine is not a member of NATO but it ought to be part of NATO but getting part of Europe is more desirable. Today, NATO and America have not been giving military aid to Ukraine. It has a right to be an independent state having friendly affairs with Europe but it is not necessary to become a NATO member. Moreover, if Ukraine is not only threatened but actually victimized by Russia using force, then some defensive arms and weaponry delivered to the Ukrainians makes reputable sense.

---

Brzezinski prescribes for extending the Euro-Atlantic community eastward to Ukraine and lending strong support to the newly independent states in Central Asia and Caucasus, part and parcel of what might be termed a strategy of “tough love” for the Russians. He stresses on that America has an interest in leading the response to some disasters, insisting that public support is going to emerge. He thinks that humanitarian operations should be kept separate and distinct from State Department’s geopolitical perspective. It will compromise the humanitarian objectives that should be at the forefront of relief operations.32

---

Ukraine has been a significant and fundamental space on the Eurasian chessboard and a geo-political pivot due to its existence as an independent country helps to transform Russia. Without Ukraine, Russia ceases to be a Eurasian Empire. According to Brzezinski’s Eurasian understanding, regarding the Russian aggression against Ukraine much depends on what Putin does next.\(^{33}\) However what Putin does depends not only his calculation of the likely NATO response but also his estimate of how fiercely the Ukrainian people would respond to any further escalation by Russia. The Ukrainian response would be influenced by citizens’ reaction to any repetition of Putin’s Crimean aggression and by whether the nation believes that the U.S. and NATO are truly supportive.

Intervention of Russian Federation in Ukraine is about giving announcement that Moscow is reluctant to approve Western dictation, fundamentally in its own neighbourhood, and that Russia considers itself being outside the West, as part of a non-Eurasian civilizational and geopolitical bloc.\(^{34}\) The challenge for Washington is to simultaneously hinder Russia’s imperial enthusiasm while protecting the door open for restored cooperation down the road. The White House is reluctant to be in war with Russia over Ukraine. However it ought to also do more to both make an aid to Ukraine in hold on Russian aggression and guarantee its European allies that its security engagements remain confute. The status of Ukraine as significant transit state and has a precious history and combative contract negotiations, price conflicts, failed payments and supply cut-offs has enhanced the strategic significance of energy in the geopolitical context. Energy has been an effective issue of the border geo-political subjects at the center of this current crisis.\(^{35}\)

3. The Ongoing Ukraine Crisis

Subsequently the official downfall of the Soviet Union in December 1991, one of the states that gained its independence was Ukraine. In the post-independence era, Ukraine has been an arena of struggle between the Russian Federation and the Euro-Atlantic Bloc due to Kyiv’s geo-political, geo-strategic, geo-economic and geo-cultural prominence.\(^{36}\) Also in consequence of the fluctuations in the administrative staff of Ukraine several times since the independence, the country has been caught between Moscow and the West. In November 2013, the then President of Ukraine Viktor Yanukovych did discard to sign the Association Agreement with the European Union and postponed the preparation committee working on this deal by presenting the national security as the focal reason. After that he did discuss and sign a deal including $15 billion financial aid and discount on gas prices with Kremlin. The pro-Westerners have not recognized Yanukovych’s this initiative and have planned demonstrations against him. Then, on account of several events, Yanukovych has required to step down from his post.\(^{37}\) On top of this, the crisis has been spreading to other regions of Ukraine explicitly Crimea and Eastern Ukraine. In the meantime, the tensions between Kremlin and Washington-led Western Bloc have been escalating on account of the reciprocal restrictions and firm declarations.

---


In that manner, one has to deliberate why the Crimea is so essential in the eyes of Russian Federation’s Eurasianist understanding. The Moscow’s concern to Crimea can be mapped out to its long motivation to reach the Black Sea region in the course of Catherine the Great Administration (1762-1796).\(^{38}\) This has ended up with the 1774 Küçük Kaynarca Treaty. Then, Crimea did turn out to be the part of Tsarist Russia in 1783. For centuries, the Black Sea Region has constituted a very weighty geographical place for Moscow attributable to its representing the keystone to the Straits, Dardanelles and the Mediterranean. These facts have been closely affiliating with the Russian’s centuries-long strategy of accessing to the warm seas.

The attaching of Sui generis significance by Kremlin to the naval power within the Vladimir Putin’s terms has been growing into noticeable one included within a number of national security, foreign policy and military doctrines in recent times. Several strategic doctrines have been developed by Moscow within those years. Within this milieu, the Russian Naval Doctrine 2020 announced on July 27, 2001, has been among the top ones.\(^{39}\) For this doctrine, Moscow has been continuing to be one of the most noteworthy naval powers thanks to its historical and geographical locations and her capability to reach the world’s three oceans. The document focusing on unique status of country’s naval power recommends numerous
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measures which allow the enduring of Russian superiority and the movability of Russian naval fleets throughout the world. In this doctrine, the Sevastopol is defined as a vital military base in terms of Black Sea Fleet. According to a deal between Vladimir Putin and Viktor Yanukovych in 2010, the Russian Federation has secured the right to stay in Sevastopol till 2042. On May 11, 2013, Alexander Fedotenkov, the deputy admiral of Black Sea Fleet, has stressed his country’s will to continue stationing in Sevastopol in post-2042 period. In parallel with this, Kremlin has also possessed new bases in Abkhazia and South Ossetia after the 2008 Russian-Georgian War for strengthening its hegemony in the Black Sea Region. For Turkey, the Russian positioning in the Mediterranean/Black Sea has converted a much more alarming issue when measured with Kremlin’s policies toward launching naval fleets in Crimea and Georgia as well. Russian Naval Doctrine 2020 has put forward a brand-new point of view through the emphasis on sea lines within the framework of transportation of Russian energy resources to outside markets. In that regard, the Nord Stream in Baltics, South Stream and Blue Stream in the Black Sea do visibly illustrate the practical applications of Russian naval doctrine.

![Gas pipelines to Europe by 2018](https://pbs.twimg.com/media/B9K1rh2IYAAkP5g.png)

Source: https://pbs.twimg.com/media/B9K1rh2IYAAkP5g.png.

In the aftermath of the 1991 August Coup and the disintegration of Republics, the USSR has thoroughly fallen and Crimea has come to be a self-governing republic within the Ukraine. However the ethnic Russians living in the peninsula have instigated to build up undertakings toward the instant liberation of Crimea and then its re-integration with the Russia. In accordance with this, the nationalist forces in Moscow have professed their backings to the Russian community resided in Crimea. The permanent survival of ex-Soviet Union’s foremost naval base in Sevastopol has renovated the Crimea’s status into a chief confrontation subject between the Russian Federation and Ukraine.

---

Kremlin’s Crimea policies summarized as eventual belongingness of the peninsula to the Russian Federation can be given as the central reason wherein this attitude does explain the Moscow’s strategy of backing up the ethnic Russian minority in the region and also the calculation of sensitive/vital subjects in the Crimea as a constituent of its internal matters. The anti-government protests beginning at the end of November 2013 has been utterly overturned by means of violent protests in the direction of the 16 January laws. Russia as the biggest neighbor of Ukraine has been mute headed for these events in the first times appalling everybody. The $50 billion-Sochi Winter Olympic Games did represent the main reason of this muteness. Because of the boycotts alongside this organization watched as a particular organization in terms of displaying new Kremlin, Putin had preferred to be mute in order not to damage this event.

Conversely, subsequently the setting up of Ukraine’s new government, Yatsenyuk’s Prime Ministry and the termination of the Russian language as the official language with the cancellation of the Law on Minority Languages have triggered the stepping up of pro-Russian rallies in Crimea Autonomous Republic as a part of the Ukraine and have begun to be seen in the other cities of North Ukraine. In the aftermath of these riots, Moscow’s military activities were seen. First and foremost, Kremlin did bring up that these had been scheduled before the events in Ukraine; she did organize a four-day military exercise with the involvement of 150 thousand soldiers on February 28, 2014. According to the experts regarding this issue, Kremlin has put forward its willingness to empower its condition in this region through this military activity which includes all military branches. Within that context, this initiative of Kremlin should be assessed as Russian severe warnings toward Ukraine for not using force in Crimea. When considered from Moscow’s perspective in line with the protection of Crimea’s autonomous status and also the existence of 60 percent Russian population in Crimea, the following of a pro-active policy

toward Crimea by Kremlin as well as direct/indirect military taking part of Kremlin in Crimea should be
viewed as normal. In order to better understand this phenomenon, the statements of Mikhail Margelov
are mentioned for the West’s revealing response to Kremlin’s well-founded course of action with regard
to Ukraine:

“Since the beginning of the Ukraine Crisis, the West has failed to forsake the principle
according to which only Western interests are legitimate. Nor has it learned the lesson of
the events of August 2008, when Russia intervened in the war unleashed by the regime of
Mikheil Saakashvili, in order to enforce peace in the region. The Georgian Crisis should
have made clear to everyone that Russia is not only ready to make its voice heard, but is
also prepared to use force when its national interests are at stake.”

Pro-Russian groups made a plebiscite regarding the status of Crimea’s status on March 16, 2014
wherein its end result was pre-arranged. The independence referendum refused by 99 percent of Crimean
Turks has been resulted with the 97 percent of backing for the Crimea’s re-integration with Russia.
This has been valued as null and void by quite a few Western governments together with United States,
Turkey along with the EU. But then afterward two days from the referendum, Putin has introduced on


For United States of America’s reaction please see, Richard Wolf, “Obama to Putin: U.S. will never recognize


a signing of draft law foreseeing the takeover of Crimea and Sevastopol and the creation of federal regions in the well-known Ekaterininsky Saloon in the Kremlin Palace. On March 20-21, 2014, this decision would sequentially be ratified by State Duma and Russian Federation Council.\(^53\) The Western world has been incapable of responding to this action and numerous ineffective sanctions have been announced by them toward the interests of Russian Federation.\(^54\) Restraints to the travels of Russian currency and Russians, the prohibition of Moscow’s participation from future G-8 meetings and the postponement of military and civilian relations with the Russian government are among the recommended sanctions. The ultimate precaution on the subject of this issue was embraced in the course of NATO Ministers of Foreign Affairs’ meeting held on April 1, 2014, Brussels.\(^55\) The Western governments’ initiatives are most likely equivocal to force Kremlin to backward from its contemporary standpoint. To place it outspokenly, Moscow has amenably been effective in commanding her circumstances to its foes for the attainment of a victory in the Crimea.\(^56\)

Russian President Vladimir Putin paid an official visit to Crimea for joining in remembrance ceremonies of the Soviets’ victory against Nazis (Victory Day) on May 9, 2014.\(^57\) Putin talking the re-integration of Crimea’s with the Russian Federation as a historic actuality, has assumed that the year 2014 will come to pass in the history as the year that the local population decides on to re-unite with Russia and their corroboration of pledge to the historic authenticity.


On May 11, 2014, the pro-Russian groups in Donetsk and Lugansk organized a plebiscite for the successively establishment of Lugansk and Donestk People’s Republics and these two republics’ affirmation of independence from the Ukraine. In the aftermath of this referendum, the newly created People’s Republic of Donetsk has acknowledged her amalgamation with the Russia. On May 24, 2014, People’s Republics of Donetsk and Lugansk did coalesce in a ceremony partaken by a number of Russian officials and has begun to name them as Novorossiya (New Russia). In response to this, EU, USA and Turkey have publicized that this announcement will not be recognized as valid due to the illegitimacy of plebiscite and Brussels has professed further sanctions headed for Moscow which will be valid till 23 June 2017.

---


Since the beginning of world history, the Eurasian geography has been representing a vital importance given its inclusion of strategic trade routes, the possession of rich mineral resources as well as the existence of great civilizations. Not only the regional powers but also the global powers have been aware of this significance and they have been presenting very comprehensive policies in order for being effective in this region. The Russian Federation and United States of America as the two most powerful and leading states in the world politics cannot be considered independently from this phenomenon.

Since the Tsarist Era, controlling and being the dominant power within the context of Eurasia region has been the most indispensable issue in Russian strategic thinking. In order to realize this goal, Russian officials have been developing voluminous strategies which include soft power and hard power means. From the end of WWII to the end of Cold War, the most of the Eastern Eurasia was being under the hegemony of Soviet Union. In the post-downfall of USSR, this area has redeemed its critical prominence for the whole world because of its noticeable place in the geo-political, geo-strategical, geo-economic and geo-cultural considerations of the world politics. In the first ten years of newly-founded Russian Federation, Moscow would have to deal with the very serious problems of disintegration. As a result of this situation, she has not attached the necessary attention toward Eurasia. However, in the Boris Yeltsin’s presidency term, the Near Abroad Doctrine was declared in April 1993, lining up the Commonwealth of

Conclusion


Independent States and accentuating the metamorphosis between the Western and Russian interests in the new world order. This doctrine has been putative as the distinctively most key evidence of the growing pragmatist nationalist line with reference to the foreign policy, holding three principal pillars that are Security Factor defined as the anxiety of scattering of the constant clashes into the Russia, Economic Factor meant to be the permanency of economic bonds with the regional countries and lastly the Cultural Factor that is to say the safeguarding of the rights of 25 million Russian diaspora existing in this region. In parallel with this document, the Eurasianist approach instructed by Aleksandr Dugin foreseeing the restoration of sphere of influence in Near Abroad by the Russian Federation has grown into increasingly popular in Kremlin. This foreign policy line has been continuing to be Moscow’s chief foreign policy preference exclusively after the coming into the power of Vladimir Putin in 2000. In that term, Moscow has greatly benefited from the international atmosphere and has mended itself especially with the economic context thanks to high oil prices. Thus, it has begun to reclaim its old power and turn out to be one of the most significant powers within the framework of Eurasian geo-politics. Since that time, it has been proactively involving into the matters vis-à-vis this geography.

In the Near Abroad and Eurasianist Doctrine of Dugin, one of the countries that have been emphasized as vitally significant does represent Ukraine. Both of these two doctrines have one thing in common on the issue of Ukraine that is; Ukraine is geo-politically, geo-strategically, geo-economically and geo-culturally crucial country which has to be permanently under the control of Moscow and its orientations to the Euro-Atlantic Community have to be prevented through the use of both soft and hard power tools by Kremlin. In that manner, it can noticeably be comprehended from this assumption that the Russian Federation has totally been opposing Kyiv’s initiatives to turn out to be one of the members of NATO and European Union. The contemporary policies and strategies followed by Kremlin toward the ongoing Ukraine Crisis, starting in November 2013 can best be apprehended from these viewpoints. For American perspective, Ukraine has to be kept under control of Euro-Atlantic Bloc in order to contain Moscow’s initiatives over the Eurasian mainland. We do conclude that by moving from these assumptions, it can be revealed that the power struggle between Moscow and Washington over Ukraine will likely to withstand in the near and longer terms as long as this country does preserve its geopolitical worth.
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